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Abstract
Legislators who know their constituents’ opinions are more likely to be successful in provid-
ing substantive representation on issues of the day. However, previous work suggests that
state legislators and candidates commonly misestimate their constituents’ preferences. Some
of that work also finds that candidates and current incumbents in highly professionalized
legislatures are less likely to misestimate constituent opinion. We investigate why this profes-
sionalism advantage exists. We use a Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition to determine how much
of the professionalism advantage can be attributed to three sources: attracting high quality
candidates, fostering legislator quality in office, and retaining incumbents. We apply the
decomposition to data on candidates’ perceptions of public opinion from the 2014 National
Candidate Survey. Fostering quality in office and retaining incumbents are not responsible
for the professionalism advantage. We find modest evidence that the professionalism advan-
tage occurs because higher professionalism legislatures attract higher quality non-incumbent
candidates.
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Introduction

Substantive representation occurs when legislators act in accordance with their voters’ prefer-

ences in the policymaking process (Pitkin 1967, Mansbridge 2003). Accordingly, researchers

have adopted ideological congruence between constituent preferences and legislator actions

as a normative benchmark by which to asses the quality of representation (e.g., Lax and

Phillips 2009, 2012). Part of being able to act on constituents’ wishes is first knowing what

those wishes are (Miller and Stokes 1963, Verba and Nie 1972). Consistent with this view,

legislators become more likely to act in accordance with voters’ preferences when they learn

constituent opinion (Butler and Nickerson 2011).

Despite the importance of knowing voters’ preferences, Broockman and Skovron (2018)

find that candidates for state legislative office consistently misperceive public opinion in their

district on a variety of issues.1 However, they also find that legislative professionalism at-

tenuates legislators’ and non-incumbent candidates’ misperceptions of district opinion. In

other words, there is a professionalism advantage to knowing the district’s opinion. Candi-

dates and incumbents in states with high professionalism legislatures have more awareness of

district opinion than their counterparts in states with low professionalism legislatures. This

is consistent with other studies that find that legislative professionalism produces a range of

benefits for constituents.

Previous work has identified numerous advantages of high professionalism legislatures.

Legislators in more professional legislatures provide higher levels of constituency service and

govern more effectively than less professionalized legislatures (Berry, Berkman, and Schnei-

derman (2000). Professionalized legislatures are also more responsiveness to constituents’

policy preferences (Maestas 2000), in part because high professionalism legislatures have a

greater capacity to monitor public opinion (Maestas 2003) and tailor legislation to the specific

needs of the state (Jansa, Hansen, and Gray 2019). Legislative professionalism strengthens
1For a study on misperception of constituents’ opinions in Congress, see Hertel-Fernandex, Midenberger,

and Stokes 2018.
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the relationship between party competition and social welfare spending (Carmines 1974). To

the extent that constituents reap benefits from better functioning governments at large, it

is also a positive finding that professionalized legislatures are associated with more powerful

State House leaders (Clucas 2007) and more effective governors (Dilger, Krause, and Moffett

1995). Similarly, more professionalized legislatures are better equipped to manage the public

sector and liaise between constituents and state bureaucracy (Malhotra 2006).

Our study is interested in understanding why professional legislatures have higher quality

incumbents. In the context of this study, we define quality as the ability of a legislator or

candidate to accurately perceive their district’s opinion (Harden 2015). While many things

go into being a high quality representative, we focus on this aspect of legislator quality

because having more knowledge should make it easier for politicians to implement their

constituents’ wishes, which is an important part of representation. Our research question is,

why do legislators and candidates from professionalized legislatures know public opinion in

their district better than legislators and candidates from hybrid or citizen legislatures?

We explore three sources that might explain why candidates and legislators in profes-

sional legislatures better know their constituents’ opinions. First, higher quality candidates

may be more likely to run for office in professionalized legislatures because it is a more at-

tractive position. Second, the higher level of resources in professional legislatures may foster

quality in legislators by allowing them to focus more on the job. Third, professionalized

legislatures may be able to retain legislators longer because of the relative attractiveness of

the position. Politicians in professionalized legislatures may simply be less likely to seek

higher office or otherwise retire, such that more professionalized legislatures may be more

likely to retain incumbent representatives (who because of their service have more knowledge

about the district) than less professionalized legislatures. In other words, is it the attraction

of quality candidates, the fostering of incumbents in office, the retention of incumbents, or

some combination of these three sources that leads to the professionalism advantage?

We investigate how much each of these sources contribute to the observed professionalism
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advantage in the NCS sample using a Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition. We test the model

with data on candidates’ perceptions of public opinion from the 2014 National Candidate

Survey (Broockman and Skovron 2018). We find that fostering quality in office and retaining

incumbents are not responsible for the professionalism advantage in the NCS sample. The

results provide modest evidence that the professionalism advantage that exists occurs because

higher professionalism legislatures attract higher quality people to office.

The Effects of Professionalism

Legislative professionalism describes the ability of a legislature to “command the full atten-

tion of its members, provide them with adequate resources to do their jobs in a manner

comparable to other full-time political actors, and set up organizations and procedures that

facilitate lawmaking” (Mooney 1994, 71). Professionalism is typically measured using the

Squire Index (Squire 1992, 2007). The Squire Index weights each of three components –

salary, legislative staff, and days in session – equally. The Squire Index ranges from 0 to 1,

with 1 indicating that the legislature perfectly resembles the professionalism of the United

States Congress and 0 indicating no resemblance. The measure thus captures the degree to

which the state legislature looks like Congress versus a “citizen” legislature that is a part-time

position with few resources. We use the Squire Index as opposed to the individual compo-

nents because all three components should have effects that move in the same direction.2

Legislative professionalism has been associated with a variety of positive outcomes, such

as more award-winning programs and policies (Kousser 2005), increased policy responsiveness

(Maestas 2000), and active legislature participation in fiscal policy and oversight (Thomp-

son 1986). Directly related to our inquiry, other previous research finds that members of

professionalized legislatures have higher awareness of their constituency’s preferences than

members from citizen legislatures. Brookman and Skovron (2018) find that legislative pro-
2For example, higher salary increase the relative attractiveness of a legislative position as does having

more staff members to whom a legislator can delegate undesirable parts of the job.
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fessionalization has a statistically significant negative effect on legislator errors in perception

of their districts preferences on immigration, guns, gay rights, reproductive rights, welfare,

and universal healthcare (see their Figure 6). Additionally, Maestas 2003 finds that the

resources of a high professionalism legislature increase legislator’s capacity to monitor their

district opinion.

To better understand how legislative professionalism affects legislative awareness of public

opinion, we test hypotheses about the the effects of legislative professionalism throughout a

legislators’ service. At the most basic level, legislative professionalism can affect legislators

at the three key parts of their legislative career. It can affect who runs for office, it can affect

how they improve over time while in office, and it can affect when they leave office. In turn,

exposure to legislative professionalism at the three stages in a legislator’s career can affect

their ability to correctly perceive their district’s opinion. These three stages correspond to

the three sources we explore as laid out in the following hypotheses.

First, professional legislatures may be more likely to attract higher quality candidates.

A variety of studies have shown that candidates use a cost-benefit analysis when they decide

whether to run for office (Schlesinger 1966; Black 1972; Rohde 1979). Serving in a profes-

sional legislature is more attractive because it offers a higher salary and more resources in the

form of staff and longer sessions. Individuals who are likely to be high quality legislators, are

likely to also have attractive job opportunities outside of the legislature (Fiorina 1994). If

serving as a legislator does not offer a competitive salary, the more qualified individuals will

not run for office (Squire 2007). Thus, greater professionalism should make higher quality

candidates more likely to run for office.

Attracting Quality Hypothesis : Professional legislatures attract candidates who

are of higher quality.

Second, legislative professionalism may affect the degree to which legislators develop

quality while serving in office. The higher salary means that they do not need a second

job to financially support themselves so they can focus fully on legislating and working on
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behalf of their constituents (Fiorina 1994). Professional legislatures also have longer sessions,

leading them to spend more time on their job and working to deliver policy results to their

districts. Further, having more staff to whom they can delegate routine tasks, frees up time

for legislators to engage with their constituents and learn about their policy priorities and

preferences. When legislators face competing demands for their attention, they are more

likely to use heuristics or simplify tasks related to learning about their constituents (Miler

2007). More professionalized legislatures should better equip their members to balance these

competing demands without having to make shortcuts in learning about their districts’

preferences that may be detrimental to substantive representation. Spending more time in

the legislator role and focusing more on constituents should advantage these legislators in

learning about their constituents’ preferences. This advantage should grow the longer that

legislators are in office and accessing high professionalism resources. With the passage of

time, legislators should gain more knowledge and get better at learning about constituents’

opinions. This learning over time should occur equally for all legislators within a legislature

but should vary between low and high professionalism states. Specifically, the return for

an additional year in office may be greater for those who are serving in a more professional

legislature because of the disparity in resources.

Fostering Quality Hypothesis : Legislators with more resources increase in quality

more quickly.

Third, more professional legislatures may retain their incumbents for longer because they

are a more attractive place to serve than less professional legislatures. These legislators do

not have to run for higher office to get a position with prestige. Serving in a professional

legislature is also a financially sustainable career option because it provides sufficient income

to legislators. Coupled with higher desire to maintain their seats, legislators in profession-

alized legislature have higher reelection rates than legislators in less professional legislatures

(Berry, Berkman, and Schneiderman 2000). Berry et al. find that the resources available

to legislators serving in professionalized chambers aid incumbents in overcoming adverse
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national coattails or economic conditions in their reelection. Longer average tenures create

more experienced legislative bodies (Squire 2007; cf., Maestas 2003). It follows that more

experienced legislators have amassed more knowledge of their district’s opinion and have

developed strategies to keep current on changes in public opinion.

Retaining Incumbents Hypothesis : Professional legislatures are more likely to

retain incumbents.

Decomposing the Professionalism Advantage into Its Com-

ponent Parts

In this section we derive an empirical model that allows us to identify how much the three

sources identified in the hypotheses above contribute to the professionalism advantage. Our

decomposition approach is an application of the Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition model. For

the decomposition we will deal with two groups based on the level of professionalism of

the legislature: high professionalism and low professionalism. We estimate the following

regression separately for each group where the subscript g indexes the group (high versus

low professionalism) and i indexes the legislator or candidate:

KGgi = αg + βgYearsgi + εgi (1)

In this equation αg gives the knowledge gap for someone who has served 0 years. In other

words, this gives the knowledge gap for non-incumbent candidates, which directly relates to

the attracting quality hypothesis. Similarly, βg indicates how much each additional year of

service in the legislature affects the knowledge gap, which directly relates to the fostering

quality hypothesis. Finally, Y earsgi gives the number of years that each legislator has served,
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which relates to the retaining incumbents hypothesis.3 We look at these three hypotheses

by using a decomposition approach that allows us to see how much of the professionalism

advantage in knowledge can be attributed to each of these three sources. The next step in

our decomposition approach, Equation 2, follows directly from Equation 1 where the bar

over the variables indicates the average value of the variable for group g:

KGg = αg + βgYearsg (2)

We use this information to decompose the professionalism advantage in the knowledge

gap. The professionalism advantage is simply the difference between the average level of

knowledge in the low professionalism states versus the high professionalism states, i.e.,

Professionalism Advantage = KGL−KGH . If the high professionalism states have a smaller

knowledge gap as Broockman and Skovron find (2018), then the Professionalism Advantage

will take a positive value. Equation 3 then uses Equation 2 as a starting point to decompose

the professionalism advantage into the three factors.

Professionalism Advantage =

KGL −KGH = (αL + βLYearsL)− (αH + βHYearsH)

= (αL − αH) + βLYearsL − βHYearsH

= (αL − αH) + βLYearsL − βHYearsH + (βLYearsH − βLYearsH)

= (αL − αH) + (βLYearsH − βHYearsH) + (βLYearsL − βLYearsH)

= (αL − αH) + (βL − βH)YearsH + βL(YearsL − YearsH)

(3)

Line of 1 of Equation 3 follows directly from Equation 2. The second line simply re-
3This is equal to the days between entering the legislature and October 15, 2014 (the time of the survey),

divided by 365.
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arranges the terms. The third line of Equation 3 adds and subtracts the exact same term

(βHYearsL)) from the right hand side of the equation. The fourth line simple rearranges

terms. The final line of Equation 3 pulls the common terms out. This final line identifies the

three sources of the professionalism advantage that we are testing. We can restate Equation

3 as follows:

Professionalism Advantage =Differences due to Quality of Non-Incumbent Candidates +

Differences due to Legislator Learning During Tenure +

Differences due to Length of Tenure

(4)

These three portions of the equation correspond to the three hypotheses that we discussed

earlier.

Attracting Quality : The quantity (αL − αH) gives the knowledge gap among the

non-incumbent candidates running for office. If professional legislatures attract

higher quality candidates then αH < αL. This then gives the portion of the

professionalism advantage that can be attributed to differences in the quality of

non-incumbent candidates who run for the position (i.e., challengers and candi-

dates for open seats).

Fostering Quality : The quantity (βL − βH)YearsH gives the amount of the pro-

fessionalism advantage that is explained by the differences in the returns to years

in office. If incumbents increase their knowledge while in office, then the coef-

ficient β should be negative (because the knowledge gap would decrease with

years of experience). If high professionalism legislatures are better at fostering

quality in incumbents, then the knowledge gap should decrease faster with years

of experience in the higher professionalism states (i.e., βH < βL). Multiplying
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this by the average number of years served in high professionalism legislatures,

gives the amount of the professionalism advantage that is attributable to high

professionalism states fostering quality more quickly among incumbents.

Retaining Incumbents : The quantity βL(YearsL − YearsH) gives the amount of

the professionalism advantage that is explained by the differences in how long

incumbents serve in high professionalism states relative to low professionalism

states (i.e., YearsL − YearsH). If high professionalism states are better able to

retain incumbents, then YearsH > YearsL. This quantity indicates the portion of

the professionalism advantage that can be attributed to differences in how long

legislators serve in high versus low professionalism legislatures.

Methods

We use data from the 2014 National Candidate Survey (Broockman and Skovron 2018). In

that survey, candidates (both incumbents and non-incumbent candidates) who were running

in state legislative elections were asked for their perceptions of public opinion in their district.

In the survey, the candidates were asked a total of seven questions that covered the following

topics: abortion rights, gun rights, religious exemptions for birth control under the Affordable

Care Act, policies for undocumented immigrants, and same-sex marriage. Specifically, survey

respondents were asked questions in the following format: “What percent of your constituents

would agree with the following statement: Implement a universal healthcare program to

guarantee coverage to all Americans?” This question was repeated for the seven unique

policy items. Broockman and Skovron (2018) compare the survey answers to actual district

opinion to measure which candidates have more accurate perceptions of their constituents’

preferences. We use these same questions to assess candidate and legislator quality.
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We laid out our hypotheses and research design in a pre-analysis plan that we placed

with the EGAP pre-analysis plan repository 4. This includes the preceding hypotheses and

the decomposition laid out in the previous sections. As for the data analysis, even though

the dataset already existed prior to our project, we did not have access to it. Instead we

wrote the R-script for the analysis and gave it to Broockman and Skovron (who initially

conducted the survey and possess the proprietary data). They ran the script for us and then

gave us the output. We report the results of the one and only run of the R-script.

We, like Broockman and Skovron, study the legislators’ knowledge of their districts’

opinion measured as the difference between district opinion and the candidate’s perception

of district opinion. We use the average difference across the seven issues in the survey as

our dependent variable. We refer to this as the knowledge gap. We average across all seven

issues because we don’t have any priors or theories for why the professionalism advantage

would vary by topic. Equation 5 gives the formula for calculating the knowledge gap with i

indexing the candidate and j indexing the issue.5

Knowledge gapi =
Σn

j=1(|Perceived district opinionij − Actual district opinionij|)
n

(5)

We use the Squire Index to measure legislative professionalism (Squire 1992, 2007). We

divide the sample into high and low professionalism groups using the same cutoff between

high and low professional legislatures as Broockman and Skovron (2018), which is Squire

Index = 0.2. We wanted to use the same cutoff because we are directly following up on

Broockman and Skovron’s finding that more professional legislators were more accurate

in their perceptions of district opinion. With this cut-off, 28 states were coded as high

professionalism states.6 The other 22 states were coded as low professionalism states.7

4The pre-analysis plan is available at https://egap.org/registration/5021
5If the candidate did not answer a given question, that survey question was not used in calculating their

Knowledge Gap score.
6The high professionalism states included all of the following states: AK, AR, AZ, CA, CO, CT, DE, FL,

HI, IA, IL, MA, MD, MI, MN, MO, NC, NE, NJ, NY, OH, OK, OR, PA, RI, TX, WA, WI.
7The low professionalism states included all of the following: AL, GA, ID, IN, KS, KY, LA, ME, MS,

MT, ND, NH, NM, NV, SC, SD, TN, UT, VA, VT, WV, WY.
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Table 1: Sample Size, by incumbency status and legislative professionalism

Low Professionalism High Professionalism

Non-Incumbent 874 299

Incumbent 540 166

Table 1 gives the number of respondents by the the level of professionalism and in-

cumbency states. The response rate was 20.8%, which is substantially higher than most

elite surveys (Brookman and Skovron 2018).8 As the table shows, more respondents in low

professionalism states responded to the survey. Over 1,400 respondents from the low pro-

fessionalism states took the survey, including more than 500 incumbent legislators. In the

high professionalism states, around 450 respondents filled out the survey. The distribution

of legislative professionalism among respondents matches the overall distribution of legisla-

tive professionalism in the population of state legislators (see Figure A2 in Broockman and

Skovron).

Self-selection into the survey could bias the results if survey completion is correlated with

level of professionalism and legislator attributes. For instance, if high quality candidates

from high professionalism states opted out of the survey and low quality candidates from

low professionalism states opt out of the survey. This selection pattern would attenuate

the observed professionalism advantage in the NCS sample, relative to the actual (albeit

unobserved) professionalism advantage. In this case, our empirical results would understate

the magnitude of the professionalism advantage.

A second possibility for bias is selection into the survey based on individuals’ĂŹ sensitiv-

ity to the separate components of the professionalism advantage and the professionalism of

their legislature. Perhaps legislators who yield high returns to their years in office are more
8For more details on the survey procedure and empirical assessments of respondent representativeness,

refer to Broockman and Skovron 2018.
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likely to opt-in or opt-out of the survey based on the level of professionalism in their state.

However, this situation seems highly unlikely. We cannot think of a reason, or mechanism,

that would cause legislators to behave in this way.

The Decomposition Results

Equation 3 gives the formula for decomposing the professionalism advantage and shows that

we need eight pieces of information. This includes the average knowledge gap for each group

(KG), the average tenure of legislators in each group (Years), and the regression coefficient

estimates from Equation 1 that give the knowledge gap for non-incumbent candidates (α)

and the rate of learning associated with each year of service (β).

Accordingly, we estimated ordinary least squares regressions as specified in Equation 1

for both the low professionalism and high professionalism legislatures. The coefficients from

these regressions are reported in the bottom half of Table 2. The full regression results for

these two samples is presented in the Appendix (See Table A1). The top half of Table 2

gives the average years of service and the average knowledge gap for the two groups.

Table 2: Group Means and Regression Coefficients

Quantities of Interest High Professionalism Low Professionalism

Average Years Served (Years) 3.458 3.070

Average Knowledge Gap (KG) 19.298 20.687

Non-Incumbent Knowledge Gap (α) 19.518 21.091

Rate of Learning While in Office (β) -0.064 -0.132

Table 2 gives some initial insights into the various hypotheses. First, consistent with the

attracting quality hypothesis, we see that the knowledge gap for non-incumbent candidates

is lower in high professionalism states. This comes from the intercept of the model that
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regresses the knowledge gap on the years of service. The intercept (α) gives the estimated

knowledge gap for a candidate who has served for 0 years (i.e., a non-incumbent candidate).

The knowledge gap for non-incumbent candidates is 19.5 in high professionalism states but

21 in low professionalism states. Substantively this can be interpreted as non-incumbent

candidates in high professionalism states having guesses 1.5 percentage points closer to the

actual level of support (0 - 100%) for a policy in their district than the guesses of non-

incumbent candidates in low-professionalism states. Election contests in high professionalism

states are attracting better candidates to run for office.

Second, there is also some evidence for the retaining incumbents hypothesis. If high

professionalism states are better able to retain incumbents, then YearsH > YearsL. This is

what we observe. The average length of service in high professionalism legislatures in 12%

longer than the average length of service in low professionalism legislatures.

Third, there is no evidence to support the fostering quality hypothesis. The coefficient on

the years in office indicates how the knowledge gap changes with years in office. Consistent

with our expectations, the coefficient on this variable is negative for both samples. In other

words, incumbents who serve longer are more accurate in their perceptions of district opinion.

However, if the fostering quality hypothesis is correct, the legislators in high professional-

ism states should see a bigger impact on their quality from years in office. In other words,

if high professionalism legislatures are better at fostering quality in incumbents, then the

knowledge gap should decrease faster with years of experience in the higher professionalism

states, such that βH < βL. We observe the opposite of this prediction. The rate of learning

in low professionalism legislatures (-0.132) is twice the rate of learning in high professional-

ism legislatures (-0.064). A potential explanation is the relative ease of improving district

knowledge when the initial knowledge gap is larger compared to closing an already small

knowledge gap. Legislators in high professionalism legislatures may face a ceiling effect in

which after a certain threshold learning even more district knowledge is increasingly difficult.

Regardless of the mechanism driving this effect, the results clearly contradict the fostering
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quality hypothesis.

We can also use the information in Table 2 to carry out the decomposition in Equation

3. Table 3 presents the calculation results for the different parts of the decomposition. The

top portion of the Table gives the the total professionalism advantage in the NCS sample.

The rest of Table 3 then gives how much each of the three factors contributes to the overall

professionalism advantage.

Table 3: Decomposition Results

Total Professionalism Advantage
= KGL - KGH

= 20.69 - 19.30
= 1.39

Components of Professionalism Advantage

Advantage from Attracting Quality
= (αL - αH)
= (21.09 - 19.52)
= 1.57

Advantage from Fostering Quality
=(βL - βH)* YearsH
=(-0.13 - (-0.06)) *3.46
= -0.24

Advantage from Retaining Incumbents
= βL * (YearsL - YearsH)
= -0.13* (3.07 - 3.46)
= 0.05

The top part of Table 3 gives the professionalism advantage of the NCS sample. The

respondents from higher professionalism legislatures had knowledge gaps that were 1.4 points

lower than those form lower professionalism legislatures. The original analysis in Broockman

and Skovron (2018), that motivates this study, shows that this difference is statistically

significant. Our contribution is to decompose this difference into the three components

related to our hypotheses. We do this by calculating the values given in Equation 3 and
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then dividing that amount by the total professionalism advantage. While Table 3 gives the

results, we can also summarize it as follows9:

1.39 (Professionalism Advantage) = 1.57 (Attracting Quality) − 0.24 (Legislator

Learning) + 0.05 (Rentention)

As these results show, the overwhelming majority of the professionalism advantage among

the NCS sample is derived from attracting high quality non-incumbent candidates to legisla-

tive races. This factor alone accounts for a difference of 1.57. In other words, the knowledge

gap of non-incumbent candidates is larger than the total professionalism advantage. This

means that the professionalism gap starts with who runs for office. In fact, the gap is largest

for non-incumbent candidates and decreases over time.

The reason why the professionalism advantage decreases among longer serving incum-

bents is that incumbents in lower professionalism states gain the most from each year of

service, helping them to catch up to the quality of candidates from high professionalism

states. As a result, the calculation shows that the contribution from fostering quality has a

negative sign (-0.24). The negative sign on this value indicates that time in office actually

helps lower professionalism legislators more than it helps higher professionalism legislators.

The learning that occurs in office is not driving the professionalism advantage in the sample

of NCS respondents. In fact, if it wasn’t for the gains made over time by the low profession-

alism incumbents, the professionalism advantage would be larger. Specifically, it would be

roughly 0.24 points larger, which would be a 17 percent increase (0.24
1.39

= 0.17). The fostering

of quality in lower professionalism legislatures is mitigating the professionalism advantage

and keeping it from being larger.

Finally, the retention of incumbents does not have a large influence on the professionalism

advantage in this sample. The 0.05 value is in the correct direction, but it is not large in

magnitude relative to the other components of the decomposition model. Only a very small

amount (less than 3 percent) of the professional advantage comes from high professionalism
9Note that the slight discrepancy is due to rounding error.
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legislatures retaining incumbents for longer periods than low professionalism legislatures.

This comports with the group means showing that in our sample the legislators from high

professionalism states serve on average only half a year longer than legislators from low

professionalism states. One explanation may be the positive correlation between high pro-

fessionalism and term limits. Of the 15 total states that have term limits, two-thirds are in

the high professionalism group.

In sum, the overwhelming majority of the professionalism advantage is derived from

attracting high quality non-incumbent candidates to legislative races.

Tests of the Professionalism Advantage Components

In addition to the decomposition, we pre-registered tests for each of the three sources of

the professionalism advantage among NCS respondents. Because this is a pre-registered

study, we were unaware that only one of the three professionalism components would have

a meaningfully large contribution to the professionalism advantage. Nonetheless, we present

all three tests to be transparent and to provide a more complete perspective of the profes-

sionalism advantage.

For all of the tests we include the control variables used in Broockman and Skovron (2018).

At the individual-level, this includes gender, race, age, chamber, number of polls conducted,

and race competitiveness. The control for district competitiveness accounts for previous

research that finds that competitive races inspires legislators to serve with steadfast effort

and monitoring of district opinion (Arnold 1990, Kingdon 1989). The state-level controls

are indicator variables for being a split party control state and another for being a unified

Republican state.
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Table 4: Regression Analysis

(1) (2) (3)
Attracting Fostering Retaining
Quality Quality Quality

Knowledge Knowledge In office
Gap Gap 8/2018

Squire Index -3.363 -11.228*** -0.009
(2.738) (4.178) (0.145)

Years Served -0.145* 0.001
(0.088) (0.002)

Years Served * Squire Index 0.648*
(0.344)

Competitiveness -1.013*** 0.057 -0.078***
(0.349) (0.380) (0.017)

Split Party State 1.307 -0.681 -0.024
(1.115) (1.280) (0.059)

Republican State 2.154*** -0.665 -0.009
(0.738) (0.859) (0.040)

Upper Chamber 0.032 0.155 0.025
(0.864) (0.969) (0.043)

Male -1.010 1.034 0.019
(0.717) (0.789) (0.036)

Number of Polls -0.317 0.285
(0.239) (0.391)

Number of Polls Imputed -0.694 -3.154** -0.038***
(1.328) (1.396) (0.044)

Hispanic -0.591 0.498 0.167*
(2.041) (2.052) (0.098)

African American -0.556 2.409 0.035
(2.018) (1.733) (0.081)

Age 1.294 -2.441 -0.268**
(1.663) (2.669) (0.121)

Republican 7.010*** 9.662*** 0.128***
(0.694) (0.836) (0.038)

Constant 17.340*** 19.076*** 0.910***
(1.663) (2.623) (0.115)

Sample Non-incumbent Incumbent 2014 winning
candidates candidates candidates

N 844 562 643
R2 0.133 0.271 0.074

Adjusted R2 0.121 0.252 0.057
Residual Std. Error 9.288 8.289 0.409

(df = 831) (df = 547) (df = 630)
F Statistic 10.637*** 14.493*** 4.211***

(df = 12) (df = 14) (df = 12)
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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Empirical Test 2: Attracting Quality

We test the Attracting Quality Hypothesis by estimating a regression that includes only

the non-incumbent candidates. The dependent variable is the knowledge gap of the non-

incumbent candidate and the primary independent variable is the Squire Index as a contin-

uous variable. If the Attracting Quality Hypothesis is correct, the coefficient on the Squire

Index will be negative, meaning that candidates who run for seats in more professional leg-

islatures have smaller knowledge gaps than candidates who run for seats in less professional

legislatures.

The results are in the first column of Table 4. Although the direction of the effect

is negative as expected, the coefficient on the Squire Index is statistically insignificant so

we fail to reject the null hypothesis that legislative professionalism does not increase the

quality of legislative candidates. Although the ability of high professionalism legislatures

to attract high quality candidates was the main source of the professionalism advantage for

the decomposition model, it does not have a significant predict the knowledge gap in this

regression.

Empirical Test 3: Fostering Quality

We test the Fostering Quality Hypothesis by restricting the sample to sitting state legislators

in the sample. The dependent variable is the knowledge gap. The primary independent

variables are the Squire Index, the years in office, and an interaction between the two. If

the Fostering Quality Hypothesis is correct, we will observe a negative coefficient on the

interaction between legislative professionalism and years in office indicating that legislators

from more professionalized states decrease the knowledge gap faster with the time they serve.

The results are in column 2 of Table 4. The coefficient on the interaction term is positive

and significant at the p < 0.1 level. This contradicts our hypothesis the legislators in higher

professionalism legislatures get a larger knowledge return on their time in office. The positive

coefficient indicates that legislators in professionalized legislatures get a smaller knowledge
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return on their time in office.

The main take away from this regression is that the knowledge gap in less professionalized

legislatures decreases with more time served. This is captured by the negative coefficient

on the variable Years Served. In the original decomposition we followed Broockman and

Skovron (2018) and used 0.2 as the cutoff point for high versus low professionalism states.

For a state with that high of a Squire Index score, the predicted impact of years served is

still negative (−0.145 + 0.648 ∗ 0.20 = −0.015), indicating that time served decreases the

knowledge gap.

Empirical Test 4: Retaining Incumbents

The final test looks at whether incumbents are more likely to stay in office in higher profes-

sionalism states. We test this by creating a new dependent variable for whether or not the

individual is still in office on August 1, 2018. The dummy dependent variable is coded as 1

for everyone who is in office on August 1, 2018, and 0 otherwise. This is the date we used in

the R-script we sent to Broockman and Skovron. We use a logit model for the binary depen-

dent variable. The sample includes all incumbents in the dataset who were not term-limited

out of office and also the non-incumbent candidates who won in 2014. In other words, start

with all of the sitting legislators in the original survey. We then drop those legislators who

would have not been able to run for reelection because term limits would have caused them

to leave office before 2018. We use the Squire Index as the main independent variable. If

incumbents in more professional states are more likely to stay in office, then will observe a

positive coefficient on the the Squire Index. We include the controls used in Broockman and

Skovron (2018) and control for years of service at the time of the 2014 survey. The Retaining

Incumbents Hypothesis predicted a positive coefficient on the Squire Index; however, the

coefficient in Column 3 of Table 4 is small, negative, and statistically insignificant so we fail

to reject the null hypothesis that high professionalism legislatures better retain incumbents.

The level of legislative professionalism did not have an impact on these incumbents decisions
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of whether to stay in office.

Discussion

Table 5 summarizes the findings from the decomposition model and the other tests. Although

the decomposition results suggest that all of the professionalism advantage observed in the

sample is through the quality of candidates attracted to run for office, the regression testing

that point failed to achieve statistical significance (though the coefficient goes in the predicted

direction). On balance it looks like how making a legislature more professional will impact

the quality of candidates who seek office, but this evidence is far from overwhelming. Of

the three hypotheses this is the only one that had any support. So while the evidence here

is not enough to definitely confirm the Attracting Quality Hypothesis, it is enough to justify

further inquiry into this mechanism for influencing the quality of legislators.

Table 5: Comparison of Results

Decomposition
Model

Additional Empirical
Analysis

Attraction Large effect Fail to reject null

Learning No effect Significant in opposite direction,
but substantially small effect

Retention Small effect Fail to reject null

We are confident that legislator learning while in office is not a contributor to legislators

in professionalized legislatures knowing their district’s opinion. The decomposition model

showed that none of the professionalism advantage originates from improvements in legislator

quality while serving in office. Moreover, the effect estimated in column 2 of Table 4 shows

that the coefficient actually goes in the opposite direction of what was hypothesized. It is

legislators in lower professionalism legislatures that get a larger knowledge return from their

time in office.

Finally, retention was not a source of legislator knowledge in this sample. We found that
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the mean years served are very similar for the high and low professionalism legislatures among

incumbents in the NCS. This may in part be due to the distribution of term-limited states

being concentrated in high professionalism legislatures, where we would expect legislators

to run for reelection over and over, akin to the U.S. Congress. Five (LA, ME, MT, NV,

SD) of the low professionalism legislatures have term limits and ten (AR, AZ, CA, CO, FL,

MI, MO, NE, OH, OK) of the high professionalism legislatures have term limits. Further,

the effect of professionalism on retention is substantively small in the decomposition. Also,

the level of legislative professionalism did not predict the likelihood that the incumbents

surveyed in the NCS were still in office four years later. The retention of legislators does not

meaningfully contribute to the professionalism advantage among the NCS sample.

In this paper we delved into the connection between legislative professionalism and leg-

islators’ perceptions of district opinion. Using a Blinder-Oaxaca decomposition, we broke

down how much of the observed professionalism advantage can be attributed to three sources:

attracting quality candidates, fostering quality in office, and retaining incumbents. The evi-

dence clearly shows that fostering quality in office and retaining incumbents were not driving

the professionalism advantage in the NCS sample. There is some evidence that suggests that

attracting quality candidates is the main driver for the professionalism advantage among

those who participated in the NCS survey. The results here suggest that this mechanism

deserves more attention.
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Appendix

Table A1: Decomposition Regression Results

DV = Mean Error
Across Issues

DV = Mean Error
Across Issues

Years in Office -0.064
(0.066)

-0.132**
(0.048)

Constant 19.518***
(0.545)

21.091***
(0.323)

Sample High Professionalism Low Professionalism
N = 380 1,178

Adjusted
R Square -0.000 0.005


